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The success of the proposed information highway hinges partly

on solving the problem of locating useful objects out of the ter-
abytes of data available. Therefore, a wide area data storage system

(WADSS) must provide supporl for search. We view search as a

directed iterative process; at each stage a query is run on a set of ob-
jects to reduce the focus to a more interesting subset. Search through
a WADSS differs from search through a (distributed) database in
that users are willing to trade consistency for performance. For
instance, a user would be satisfied if a query were to miss some rel-
evant objects, include irrelevant ones, or obtain out-of-date objects
as long as the objects are returned promptly. Moreover, queries in a
WADSS maybe long-running, execute over geographically distant

repositories, and may be prematurely aborted by the user. A key

question is “What is the meaning of a set in this context?”

This question breaks into two related questions: “What is the

proper definition of set membership?” and “How current do the

members of thesetneed to be? ’[l]. The first question arises because

the state of the system in which a query is started (LTO)may not be
thesame state inwhich itends(ue). Forexample, ifanobject~
returned by the query existed at time ao, but was deleted in u=,
should it be considered part of the set S? The second question
arises because the objects returned by the query may be modified
after membership intbeset has beendetermined. Ifanobject~ that

is part of S has been modified since it was read by the query, should

theuserseetbe value faO which satisfied thequery, orthe current
value fae, which may not?

Themost obvious model in which toanswer these questions

runs thequery atomically (forceuo - a.). This model would be

ideal since both set membership and the currency of the objects
in the set reflect the latest state of the system. Unfortunately, this
model is clearly impractical to implement. The potentially large
number of users iocking a large number of objects would effectively
prevent any mutation from occurring in the system. A related
model that runs the query atomically in some intermediate state

Cq, aO < UQ < u= 1suffers the same disadvantage in the presence of
failures (see discussion of Weak Consistency in [1 ]). Unfortunately,

failures will be a common occurrence in any system that spans a

significant portion of the Intemet[2].

A second model relaxes the semantics of set membership, but

retains the guarantee that the members are current with respect to the
state of the repository. An object ~ is defined to be a member of S if
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it satisfied the query at some intermediate state a?, CTO~ a, < a=.

The system will preserve a copy of f in the case it is deleted before
ae. However, the system will present the latest available copy of ~

when the user peruses the set. One disadvantage is that the system

must maintain state to preserve the currency of the objects in the
set. Another disadvantage is that repeatedly examining a member
may yield a different value each time.

Our new abstraction, dynamic sets, further relaxes the second
model by only guaranteeing that an object is at least as current as
it was in the state a,. These relaxed semantics are acceptable in

the context of a WADSS because we expect users to prefer expedi-

ency over correctness for search. Also, we expect most information

of interest to be either write-once or slowly changing, e.g. major
releases of source code, compilations of technical articles, or mes-

sages on electronic bulletin boards. Once a sufficiently small subset
of particularly interesting objects has been found, a user may wish

to revalidate the objects in order to get a tighter bound on currency.

There are several advantages of dynamic sets over other exist-
ing models. First, they provide weaker semantics than database
models. These weaker semantics more closely match the mean-
ing of the kinds of queries users would run in the extremely large,
unstructured, and decentralized environments that characterize the

information highway. Second, dynamic sets do not require the sys-
tem to maintain the currency of cached copies, allowing the system

to scale without the additional state maintenance necessitated by
stricter models[3]. Third, dynamic sets place no implicit ordering

on the running of the query or the capture of the set members. The

inherent “no ordering” propetiy of sets has two important practical

advantages. First, the system can fetch the members of a set in
a cheapest-to-obtain manner, overlapping the latency of obtaining
more expensive members with user-level processing of the earlier
ones. And second, the system is free to prefetch the objects in the
set aggressively (since membership is a strong hint of future access)
or to evaluate the query lazily and to fetch the members on demand.

Thus it can dynamically adapt its behavior to suit its current net-
working environment, local resource availability, and server load

(hence our use of the term dynamic sets).

We are currently exploring these advantages by adding the dy-

namic set abstraction to the Coda File System running on Mach

2.6. Although dynamic sets could be used in a variety of systems,

Coda provides a particularly rich environment for exploring issues
of adaptability, as it supports a diversity of clients (from mobile
hosts to powerful desktop computers) and modes of connectivity
(from disconnected to high bandwidth communication).
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